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Green Deal to Benefit LED Bulbs

Government plans to help the UK reduce its carbon emissions from 28 January 2013 could
benefit from the increased use of LED Bulbs throughout the country. Astute Lighting aim to
help provide thousands of homes with Energy Saving Light Bulbs.

Blackburn, UK (PRWEB UK) 13 November 2012 -- The self-proclaimed ‘greenest government yet’ is offering
millions of pounds worth of aide out to UK homeowners hoping to improve the energy efficiency of their
homes under the guise of the green deal. With many people living in poorly insulated and ill-prepared homes
that have stood for many decades, the projected budget may soon run out.

Replacement windows and wall or attic insulation are two of the most prominent methods for improving energy
efficiency within the home but can come at a high cost. Old buildings with large rooms and windows in
particular could incur incredible amounts of lost energy and subsequently high costs.

The government is offering this deal to homeowners throughout the UK who are keen to improve their energy
efficiency and lower their energy bills. The initiative involves the house undergoing inspections and tests from
teams of surveyors. The professionals will determine where properties are losing excess energy.

Homeowners will discover how much money they could save in future bills and what work needs to be
completed in order to do so. The government then incorporates the green deal to offer the aforementioned
homeowners an interest free loan to cover the initial implementation costs.

With a high level of interest in green deal already being shown despite the fact it does not fully commence until
January 2013. The estimated budget of £200m could soon be accounted for with millions registering their
interest.

Green deal operatives may therefore be inclined to find more cost-effective techniques and solutions to
lowering the emissions of UK households. One such technique would be the widespread implementation of
LED Bulbs.

LED Lighting can be implemented throughout all commercial and personal properties. An 8 watt LED Bulb can
create the same amount of light as its 65 watt halogen counterpart. Simple mathematics dictate that LED Bulb
is over eight times as efficient as a halogen bulb. This leads to significant positive ramifications for the bill
payer.

LED Bulbs can fit into almost any existing light fittings. There are no expensive fitting costs that need to be
paid before the property can start benefitting from lower energy bills. LED Downlights provide widespread,
unobtrusive lighting to rooms regardless of size and total area.

Not only does the energy efficiency of LED Bulbs have positive repercussions for the bill payers’ wallet but
also greatly benefits the environment. Being so much more energy efficient, less electricity will be used by
properties in the UK that incorporate LED lighting. This results in lower carbon emissions produced by UK
properties. The damaging impact we have upon the world will be slowed and this will resonate with future
generations.
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About the Company:
Astute Lighting provides LED lighting solutions for all commercial and personal properties. Astute Lighting
provides energy saving lights bulbs for any situation or fitting from LED Spotlights to LED Floodlights.
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Contact Information
Anwar Adam
Astute Lighting
http://www.astutelighting.co.uk/
+44(0) 1254 695914

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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